
Act II/III Run Through Notes - 9/15 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
** NOTES FOR EVERYONE** 
 
Everyone: Don't forget that when you aren't speaking you are still present on stage, begin 
thinking about how you will find a neutral seated position during times you aren’t speaking to an 
audience. Still a lot of shifting weight, itching noses fiddling with hands. 
 
II.1 A Laramie Man 
Ethan - your characterization for Matt is far from what we worked on; reconnect with the 
intensity and still too close to Seargent Hing 
 
II.2 Live and Let Live 
Belle - careful with breaking up your phrases too much, it takes away from the momentum of the 
scene so please adapt if it is a character-specific choice 
 
II. 3 Gem City 
None 
 
II. 4 Medical Update 
Leena - please reach out for help about your lines. Your characterization and intention gets 
completely lost when you don't know your lines. Consider the weight of what you are saying; it 
literally sounds like you have no feeling about the brutal nature of this report. 
Leena - don't forget to stand when delivering your lines to the media 
(these are both notes I gave you the last time) 
 
II.5 Seeing Matthew 
Ciara - look at your lines here, you don’t know what you’re saying 
Belle - you are still breaking these lines up far too much, I can’t find the through-line in your 
thought because it is too stuttered. 
Haley - great build in intensity throughout this section! See me about why you repeat “put em 
on” twice, seems a bit uncomfortable for you 
Megan - “You are so stubborn!? 
 
II.6 Email 
MUCH Better intensity with that email; great build 
Angela - even more, louder, MUCH LOUDER to differentiate 
Rose - how can we differentiate Philip from Rob 
 
II.7 Vigils 



Ethan - With each new city you need to build in intensity. Each sounds as important as the 
other, build in intensity and awe as you make your way through this, still sounds way too 
“whatever” 
 
II.8 Live and Let Live 2 
Ciara - your lines are completely getting in your way and you aren't able to act if you’re not sure 
what words you’re saying. You got this. Please reach out for help. 
Ciara - It is CONRAD (not Connor) Miller 
Sofia - Again, great job with your characterization! Very different! 
 
II.9 It Happened Here 
Aiden - Allow her volume to get louder and more intense; it is in a good space but you can go 
further! 
 
II.10 Shannon & Jen 
Angela & Lindsey - “that were...yeah…” what is this moment about? Allow both of you to look to 
each other here and share a moment about the two people you’re talking about. 
Shannon - "Smoke a bowl with him..." what is your intent with this line?  
 
II.11 Homecoming 
Haley - Great difference in characterization 
Nate - much better with a growing sense of wonder, however, the line issues continue to hold 
you back 
Ethan - Matt Galloway - your characterization is still too close to Hing 
 
II.12 One of Ours 
Danielle - still too close to Romaine, needs a lot more gossip, let’s play up a vocal difference for 
her (please see me about this) 
Also, much better job with your lines here, but allow enough time to read the interviewer’s 
reaction, you are rushing this a bit too much 
Danielle - please stand for this, remember, they came to the door 
 
II.13 Two Q. and a C. P 
Nate - your "hell no" is still too soft, it sounds counter to his outrage  
Nate - really work on your lines here, far too broken up and void of intent. Your lines don’t seem 
much better from the last time we worked this... 
 
II.14 
Sophia - careful with rushing this too much, much better with your characterization 
 
 
II.15 
Ethan - “on Sunday?” why do you ask this  



 
II.16 
Leena - Your emotional connection is better, but slow down WAY MORE at he died. Allow a 
pause afterwords. 
 
II.17 Medical Update 
 
Rulon - "don't let a day go by..." You need to actually lose it here or your next line doesn't make 
sense here 
Work on your lines here 
Sit back down when you are no longer speaking to the audience 
 
II. 18 HOPE 
Nate - really great job with this last section; offered a lovely button to the act! Well done here! 
 
 
ACT III 
III. 1 Snow 
Lindsey; much better job with the fire and brimstone! Keep working on this! 
 
Moment Russell Henderson 
Belle - work on your lines here, can you also age her a bit more? 
Leena - nice job with your lines here 
 
Angels in America 
Ciara - really nice job here! When you’re confident with your lines, you blossom! 
Rose - love how different Rob Debree is here! 
Haley- do more to make “I knew I was negative for good” as a YAHOO moment of 
announcement, too downplayed 
Megan - make your “oh boy” a bit more “here she goes, so inappropriate!” 
Belle - should we bring Haley and Megan together, here? 
Megan - much better job with intent when delivering the Mickelson lines, here 
 
Aaron McKinney 
Rose - thank you for being so prepared with such well defined characters 
Nate - “and he said it to me…” allow this to be a moment of “can you believe that!?” 
Nate - allow more of a pause ahead of “...I’m never gonna see my son…” to make it stand out 
more 
 
Gay Panic 
Belle - great intensity here 
 
The Verdict 



Sophie - great job pacing this! 
 
Dennis Shepard’s Statement 
Ethan - you are so close. I need you to FILL this statement with all the feels we discussed. It still 
sounds neutered of feeling and apathetic. 
 
Aftermath 
Ethan - your Matt Galloway sounds EXACTLY like Dennis Shepard, please enact the physical 
and vocal qualities we’ve worked so much on. 
 
 
 


